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VIP TREATMENT

DISCOVER OUR
VIP TREATMENT!
Introduction
In May, the DTM, one of the most important European race
competitions, will return to Circuit Zolder. From 17 to 19 May, about
70,000 national and international DTM fans will gather at Zolder. The
arrival of the DTM will have a gigantic impact on sports and tourism
and is therefore wonderful news for our province, for Flanders and
for Belgium as a whole. This is truly an exceptional moment given
the fact that it has been 16 years since the DTM last took place at
Circuit Zolder. With this event, we will make an irreversible statement:
Limburg is no longer the slowest!
In 2019, the DTM will be THE sporting event in Belgium! As such,
it is the ideal occasion to invite your professional partners and
stakeholders to this impressive race.

DTWhat?
DTM or the Deutsche Tourenwagen Masters is one of the most
important and most significant Touring Car Championships in Europe.
With its gigantic economic impact, it is wonderful news for both
Circuit Zolder and our province.

Touring cars?
Touring cars are race cars based on an existing car type that is free for
sale and is allowed to drive on public roads.
Depending on the class in which a touring car races, many or little
changes are allowed to the mechanical parts of the car.
In this brochure, you will find more information about the various VIP
formulas and VIP lodges during the DTM weekend that will take place
from 17 to 19 May.
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VIP TREATMENT

€ 195**

Martini Racing Club

per day

incl. day ticket

“Fasten your seatbelts” can be taken literally here. This impressive location
is located at the centre of the domain. In the Martini Racing Club, you can
follow one of the most impressive European races from the first row.
The exclusive quality and the impeccable service are fixed values offered
by the Martini Racing Club Seats. Enjoy a rich buffet at a beautifully laid
table, a reception with Martini Brut and appetizers, adapted drinks until the
coffee* and a dessert buffet. The perfect atmosphere to get acquainted
with the wonderful world of DTM.
A personalized invitation, a VIP parking space (per 2 people) and a
detailed program are included. You can enjoy this exclusive formula both
on Saturday and on Sunday from 10-18h.
* After the coffee, drinks are to be paid (payment is possible via the
cashless system).

Business Seats 4 you
Martini Racing Club
•
•
•
•

Price members Martini Racing Club: € 195** (incl. day ticket)
Price non-members Martini Racing Club: € 275** (incl. day ticket)
Price per weekend for members Martini Racing Club: €390**
(incl. tickets)
Price per weekend for non-members Martini Racing Club: € 550**
(incl. tickets)

LIMITED TO: 200 PEOPLE PER DAY
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€ 229

per day

Race Club

incl. day ticket

The Race Club is without a doubt a top location that offers excellent
catering combined with a unique VIP treatment. You are welcomed with
Martini Brut, followed by a VIP walking dinner with cold and warm dishes as
well as adapted drinks until the coffee*.
You can enjoy this VIP arrangement both on Saturday and on Sunday from
10-18h. A VIP parking space (per 2 people) is included.
* After the coffee, drinks are to be paid (payment is possible via the
cashless system).

Business Seats 4 you
VIP walking dinner

• Price per day: € 229 (incl. day ticket)
• Price per weekend: € 458 (incl. tickets)

LIMITED TO: 400 PEOPLE PER DAY
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VIP TREATMENT

€ 164

per day

VIP Lounge

incl. day ticket

‘A VIP Lounge for Very Important People like you!’ The VIP Lounge is
located above the boxes at the white staircase, near the pit lane. In the VIP
Lounge, you have a view over the pit lane with an exclusive look behind the
scenes. The impressive bar, in the middle of the room, invites you to have a
drink
This beverage formula* includes a welcome with Martini Brut, followed by a
variation of delicious cold and warm appetizers.
*Beverage card of € 20 (recharging is simple via the cashless system)
You can enjoy this VIP arrangement both on Saturday and on Sunday from
10-18h. A VIP parking space (per 2 people) is included.

Business Seats 4 you
VIP Lounge
•
•

Price per day: € 164 (incl. day ticket)
Price per weekend: € 249 a weekend (incl. tickets)

LIMITED TO: 300 PEOPLE PER DAY
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VIP-Boxes
Welcoming your relations in a professional way, in the most exclusive
circumstances. It is all possible in the VIP boxes! From the VIP boxes,
you can follow the ‘DTM spectacle’ from the first row. TV screens, a bar,
fridge and air conditioning are included. You rent the entire space and are
therefore able to enjoy the necessary privacy. Enjoy this impressive race as
a group!

Business Seats 4 you
VIP-Boxes

PITLANE BUILDING
30 people
per dag: € 5.000,00
per weekend: € 10.000,00
ticket Saturday: € 79,00 p.p.
ticket Sunday: € 79,00 p.p.

AT THE START & FINISH
50 people
per dag: € 7.000,00
per weekend: € 14.000,00
ticket Saturday: € 79,00 p.p.
ticket Sunday: € 79,00 p.p.

AT THE START & FINISH
90 people
per dag: € 7.500,00
per weekend: € 15.000,00
ticket Saturday: € 79,00 p.p.
ticket Sunday: € 79,00 p.p.

VIP TOWER
90 people
per dag: € 8.500,00
per weekend: € 17.000,00
ticket Saturday: € 79,00 p.p.
ticket Sunday: € 79,00 p.p.

LIMITED NUMBER OF LOCATIONS
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#FEEL THE ROAR

